
Terms & Conditions 

Zalando SE (“Zalando” or the “Promoter”), with registered address at Tamara-Danz-Straße 1, 10243 

Berlin, registered at the Amtsgericht Berlin (Charlottenburg) under HRB 158855B is hosting a contest on 

the social media platform  https://www.zalando.co.uk/trave-competition/ (the “Contest”). Participation 

is free of charge and participants are not required to make a purchase to play. 

By entering the Contest, all participants agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions: 

§ 1 Contest 

1. The Contest commences at 00.01am on September 8th, 2016 and ends at 11:59pm. GMT on 

November 3rd, 2016   (“Contest Period”). Participations out of the Contest Period will not be eligible to 

win the prize.  

2. Participation is free of charge. Neither making a purchase nor subscribing to the newsletter will 

increase a participant’s chances of winning. 

3. Participants are eligible to participate if they are resident in the United Kingdom (the “Territory”) and 

are full of age.  

4. Participants agree to their name, image and posts being made public on any of Zalando´s websites, 

social media profiles or in any offline media. 

§ 2  Participants / Exclusion from Contest 

1.Entry is open to physical persons resident in the Territory over the age of 18-35. Employees (and their 

partners / family members) of the promoters shall be excluded from the Contest. Personal information 

must be entered correctly and completely.  

2. Zalando will only accept one post per participant.  

3. Zalando reserves the right to disqualify and exclude any participant for any reason at their discretion. 

In this case, the excluded participant will not be eligible to win. 

4. Participants using unauthorised or deceptive means to manipulate the system in order to give 

themselves a competitive edge will also be excluded from the Contest. In this case, the winner will see 

their right to the prize denied, which will be reclaimed if necessary.  

 

§ 3 Mechanics of the Contest 

1. The participation in the Contest consists in answering the skill testing question that is asked by 

Zalando. Entrants must additionally provide their name, and age. It is of most importance that this is 

followed or the entrant will not be valid and not taken into account by Zalando.   



2. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for any incomplete, invalid, altered or illegible Posts or which 

fail to be properly submitted. Proof of sending does not constitute to proof of receipt 

3.The prize of this Contest consist of  

- One 7 night ‘Austria Ski Plus’ trip in Austria, including return coach from London, for two 

people (value: £1,010). The prize includes a ski pass (value £418) and twin-share supplement for 

two people (value £230). Accommodation is twin-share and includes breakfast daily. Further 

details of the trip, inclusions and exclusions can be found here: 

http://www.contiki.com/destinations/europe/tours/235-austria-ski-plus-coach-from-london-1-

week 

- Two voucher valid for Zalando.co.uk with each a value of £500  

4. The winner is responsible for paying all additional costs associated with the prize that are not 

specifically included (as stated in these terms and conditions and the link above), including (where 

applicable) transport to and from the London departure point, and any other transport, spending 

money, insurance, visas and all other incidentals. 

5. The winner will be selected by random draw within all the participants having answered correctly the 

skill testing question. The prize will be drawn 7 days after the submission deadline was reached.  

6. The Promoter reserves the right to provide an alternative prize of equal value or amend this terms 

and conditions in the event of reasonably unforeseen circumstances. 

7. The Prize is non-transferable, non-refundable and there are no cash alternatives. Rejecting the Prize 

or the terms and conditions will result in the Prize being withheld. The trip must be redeemed & taken 

by 17th February 2017, and cannot be switched for a different trip. All travelers must be of legal age, or 

the Prize can´t be redeemed and will be withhold.   

8. Redemption of this prize is subject to availability, and where the prize is not available, a trip of similar 

value will be offered. 

9. The winner will be notified via email within 21 days after the Contest Period, and will have to answer 

via email to competitions@zalando.co.uk detailing their name, email and all those personal data 

necessary to claim the Prize. If the Prize is not claimed to Zalando within 14 days following Zalando’s 

notification an alternative winner will be chosen. 

10. The Promoter reserves the right to alter or cancel this Contest or update and/or amend these terms 

and conditions in the event of unforeseen circumstances. 

11. The Promoter reserves the right in its reasonable discretion to disqualify any person whose conduct 

is contrary to the spirit of these terms and conditions or the intention of the Contest. In this regards, the 

Promoter reserves the right to make reasonable enquiries to verify that these Terms and Conditions 

have been complied with in all respects.  

http://www.contiki.com/destinations/europe/tours/235-austria-ski-plus-coach-from-london-1-week
http://www.contiki.com/destinations/europe/tours/235-austria-ski-plus-coach-from-london-1-week
mailto:competitions@zalando.co.uk


12. The participants´ names, photos and Posts may be published on Zalando´s websites or social media 

profiles or any other channels within one week after the Contest Period has ended. 

 

§ 4 Premature closure of Contest 

Zalando reserves the right to cancel the Contest at any time without prior notice. Zalando may cancel 

the Contest in the case of technical issues (e.g. computer viruses, manipulation or hard/software errors) 

or if, due to legal reasons, the Contest cannot be properly implemented. Should a participant be cause 

for the cancellation of the Contest, Zalando may demand compensation for damages. 

 

§ 5 Data protection 

1. By entering this Contest, participants agree on any provided personal information to be stored in 

Zalando’s records. Participants agree to supply Zalando with any and all information required for the 

organisation of the Contest and granting the Prize. 

2. Your personal information will only be used for participating in and further development of the 

Contest and for managing the user experience. Your information is saved, used and processed according 

to all relevant laws. Information is not given to any third parties not involved in the Contest’s 

implementation or management. The exception to this rule is that, if necessary, information may be 

disclosed to competent authorities in compliance with statutory obligations or to third parties involved 

in granting the Prizes, such as travel agencies or courier companies. 

3. If requested, Zalando will inform participants of the personal information submitted during the 

Contest that remains stored on their system and will improve, complete or delete any such at their 

request. In this case, a written notification will suffice. Send any amendments to Zalando SE, Tamara-

Danz-Straße 1, 10243, Berlin (Deutschland)or privacypolicy@zalando.co.uk Zalando will investigate this 

as quickly as possible unless they do not have the capacity to do so. In this case, Zalando will simply 

delete the individual’s information.   

4. This Contest is not run, supported, organised nor controlled by any other party than Zalando. Zalando 

remains the sole organiser of this Contest and any personal information disclosed will not be made 

available to any third parties but Zalando´s affiliates. 

 

§ 6 Responsibility for Content 

1. Participants are entirely responsible for all content they submit for the Contest. If the participant has 

submitted a photo, design or other material, they must guarantee that the material submitted is not 

illegal, offensive or damaging in any way and could not be construed as libel towards third parties. 

Submission or publication of any advertisements or Contestal material is not permitted. Content that 



does not comply with Zalando’s general Contest terms and conditions may be altered or removed 

without prior warning.  

2. Zalando will not be held liable in the case of a participant’s infringement of third party rights and any 

incurring legal disputes. Zalando is also not responsible for any incurring legal fees.  

§ 7 Liability 

Zalando shall use its reasonable endeavours in the organisation and management of this Contest. If, 

however, damages occur resulting from the Contest itself, from publishing the winner’s name or for any 

other reason, Zalando will accept no liability. Furthermore, Zalando takes no responsibility for errors or 

damages that may occur during delivery of the prize. Zalando takes no responsibility for potential print 

or spelling mistakes, as well as other similar errors of any other kind in published material. 

§ 8 Other 

1. Zalando acts in accordance with the statutory terms and conditions for Contests. 

2. Participants wishing to make a complaint regarding the Contest should submit such via email 

competitions@zalando.co.uk. Zalando will endeavour to reply as quickly as possible. 

 


